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upper edge of the mould, and from y to v and s to q square across the mould;" then the line v. y and s q will be the given joints for the upper and lower ends of the mould. To obtain the joint in the centre of the semi-circular part, let fall the line G H perpendicular to the given plan, passing through the centre of the concave and convex falling moulds ; obtain the centre of the mould upon the 'said perpendicular from t to t, and through it square across the mould from z to u and the line z w%ill be the required joint. Draw the lines u u and z z parallel to said perpendicular,' and u t and z t will be the required overwood. Apply the overwood to each side of said perpendicular upon the given plan, fig. 1. Draw the lines c o through v, and z d parallel to b mr and o z and d s will be the heights for the parts B and A of said mould. To form the easings each side of the angle at x, divide x v and x u into six equal parts6 each, and from the point of division next the angle x on one side, draw a line to that point which is farthest from the angle x on the other side. Do the same from all the other parts of division, and by the intersection of those lines, the easings will be formed. The same distances are applied on each side of the angle at e. The easings being reversed to the one at x, the easing when formed at the upper edge of the mould should coincide with the lower edge, and then the mould will be of equal width and completed.
The convex falling mould, fig. 3, is obtained in the same manner as the concave at fig. 2.
Let yd the base, fig. 3, be equal toy 7c, ih€ stretch-out, fig, 1, of the convex side of the gi\7en plan, / c is equal to the height of a rise d w, and c r equal to the portions of straight rail as in fig. 2. The distances from each angle and point of division are obtained in the same manner as at fig. 2 for the formation of the easing. Then obtain the necessary overwood from the joint z u, fig. 2, and apply it upon each side of said perpendicular, as is shown at x x and v v. It will be perceived that the two falling moulds, figs. 2 and 3, have different angles of inclination, and that the lines of the overwood v v and x x of the convex are shorter than u u and z z of the concave. There will be no difficulty arising from the difference, as will be seen by the cutting of the joint of the rail pieces.

